
Robert Smith 
Tour Coordinator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Tour Coordinator with 5 years of experience in Working with Admissions 
Directors &amp; representatives in Scheduling, coordinating and delivering 
professional tours of the location for prospective, enrolled students and 
families, etc,.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Tour Coordinator
ABC Corporation -   September 2001 – March 2001 

Responsibilities:

 Coordinated accommodations, sightseeing, and shipping for customized
group-tours to Europe Communicate with suppliers of hotels, tourist 
boards.

 Researched and developed itineraries Provide customer service before, 
during, and after the tours.

 Answered inquiries regarding information such as schedules, 
accommodations, procedures, and policies.

 Determined whether space is available on travel dates requested by 
customers, assigning requested spaces when available.

 Prepared customer invoices and accept payment.
 Troubleshoot and managed a variety of customer service and 

administrative tasks to resolve customer issues quickly and efficiently.
 Corresponded with families Scheduled and guided tours Trained staff of 

student tour guides Scheduled and managed student tour guides.

Tour Coordinator
Delta Corporation -   1996 – 2001 

Responsibilities:

 Make and confirm reservations for transportation and accommodations, 
using telephones, faxes, mail, and computers.

 Making an appointment and answer any questions from the patient.
 Answer phone for the appointment 5.
 Take massage from the patient and relay the message to the doctors 6.
 Calculate daily sheet balance and petty cash everyday JTB International 

Los Angeles Tour coordinator.
 Arrange Japanese tourist individual tours needs and create itinerary for 

tour guide 2.
 Making reservations for any travel needs who are traveling within the 

USA as well as international 3.

Education

B.S. In Education - (MARTIN LUTHER COLLEGE - New Ulm, MN)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Bilingual Spanish, 
Marketing Management, 
Sales.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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